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Fig 3.32. A secondary pump can provide a sufficient differential pressure.
The secondary water temperature is necessarily different from that of the primary.

The secondary water temperature ts is necessarily different from the primary
temperature tp' If we require that ts =tp' this is obtained with valve V open (water
flow in direction AB in the bypass ). However, the valve will never close again
regardless of the flow qs.

Therefore, in heating ts < tp ' while in cooling ts > tp. The primary flow varies
according to the formula:

Fig 3.32 *.

The primary valve authority ~' = ~pcV I~H.

At low loads, the differential pressure across the secondary tends to increase.
When this pressure exceeds a certain value, the BPV opens to allow a minimum
water fJow to protect the pump. This flow also limits the temperature drop per
metre pipe so that the necessary water temperature is obtained throughout the
secondary network.

The temperature ts can preferably be adapted to the needs. These can be
represented either by the outdoor conditions or by the valve lift in the coil control
valves. These are used for finetuning the room temperature.

If the differential pressure ~H is too low to give a reasonable authority for the coil
control valves, a secondary pump may be used to produce the required differential
pressure. This solution can also be used when the primary differential pressure is

too high. ~ _ r; 0?s--£r )
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Balancing procedure Fig 3.32:

The secondary:

1. Shut the BPV (maximum set point) and open the coil control valves.

2. Balance the secondary distribution. Use the Compensated Method for
instance (section 5.5).

3. Set the BPV on the maximum!J.p permittedfor the coil control valves.

4. Shut the coil control valves and measure the flow in the STAD-S. ffit's lower
than the minimum flow needed to protect the pump, decrease the set point of
the BPV to obtain this minimum flow.

The primary:

1. Open the control valve V

2. Calculate the correct primary water flow using Formula F3.16.

3. Adjust the primary water flow with STAD-P. This must be done as a part of
the balancing procedure for the entire primary distribution system (chap
ter 5).

Fig 3.33.

This circuit is used when the primary differential pressure~H is too high or too low
for the coil control valves and also when ~H varies considerably.
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Fig 3.33. A differential temperature controller maintains a minimum flow qb '
in the bypass, such that ts = tv

If the secondary water temperature must be equal to that of the primary, the circuits
shown in Fig 3.33 or Fig 3.34 may be used.

To obtain ts = tp , the flow qb through the bypass must be more than zero.
A ~T controller acts on the primary control valve V to ensure a minimum flow

qb in the correct direction. In heating for instance, this controller keeps t2 slightly
higher than t\. Normally, the set point of the ~T controller is between 1 and 2
degrees.
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Fig 3.35. Control ofa coil supplied at constant flow.
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3.3.8.2 Variable primary flow and constant secondary flow.

Fig 3.35 *.
Working at constant flow in some units, following the principle ofFig 3.35, has the
following advantages:

1. Practically the entire primary differential pressure is applied across the
control valve Y, which thus has an excellent authority.

2. If the coil has high pressure drops, the distribution pump head must not be
increased for the entire network, as the circuit pump provides compensation.

3. The coil always operates under turbulent conditions as the water flow is
constant. This then avoids problems related to discharge air temperature
instability at low and medium loads, especially for chilled water coils
(section 1.3.1).

4. This gives a better uniformity of discharge air, especially at low loads, as the
water temperature drop is reduced making output more uniform from all coil
surfaces. This situation also considerably reduces freezing risks for
preheating coils in contact with the outside air.

This circuit is frequently used both in heating and in cooling.
In general, the coil supply temperature ts is adapted to the power required

through control of the primary flow qp. This flow, as a percentage of the secondary
flow, is expressed by:

q = 100 (ts -t,) %
P (tp -t,)

If, under design conditions, ts must be equal to tp' the maximum flow qp in the
primary must be equal to or greater than the secondary flow qs' Otherwise, the
installed power can not be transmitted to the secondary as the design value tsc can
not be obtained. Primary and secondary flows must be compatible. These flows are
adjusted by the balancing valves STAD-S and STAD-P.
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If tsc is not equal to tp' relation F3.1?, in which the design values are used,
determines the necessary flow at the primary.

A floor heating example: Assume that tsc = 50°C, which is well below the
tp = 80°C. Consequently the control valve is designed for a relatively small flow.
For a return temperature trc = 45°C, formula F3.1? shows that the primary flow
will be only 14% ofthe secondary flow. If the control valve is selected for this flow,
it can operate over its entire range. The limit of 50°C for the circuit supply
temperature will not be exceeded at the maximum valve opening. If the circuit
pump fails, the primary flow passes through the bypass, preventing overheating in
the circuit. For this reason, in a floor heating system, a check valve can not be
installed in the bypass as for Fig 3.36.

Balancing procedure Fig 3.35:

1. Open all control valves fully.

2. Adjust the secondary design flow using STAD-S.

3./fprimary design flow is unknown, calculate it using formula F3.l7.

4. Adjust primary flow to 1.05 ofdesignflow rate, using STAD-P. This must be
carried out as part ofthe balancing procedure for the entire primary system
(chapter 5). The 5% flow margin ensures that the design temperature tsc can
be obtained.
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Fig 3.36. A check valve in the bypass allows a certain water flow through the coil C.
even if the secondary pump fails.
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Fig 3.36 *.
This is essentially the same circuit as Fig 3.35. However, a check valve is added
to prevent circulation in direction BA in the bypass.

If the circuit is used in district heating and the primary control valve is
oversized, the check valve prevents heating of the return water. If the circuit is used
for a heating coil in contact with outside air, the check valve reduces the risk of
freezing due to secondary pump failure.
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Note that it is impossible to obtain a primary flow greater than the secondary flow
as the difference can not go through the bypass.

Balancing procedure Fig 3.36:

1. Close valve V

2. Adjust to the secondary design flow qsc using STAD-S.

3. Open V

4. Adjust the primary flow to qpc (formula F3.17) using STAD-P. This must be
carried out as part ofthe balancing procedure for the entire primary system
(chapter 5).

Fig 3.37.

In large complexes, it's quite common to convert existing constant water flow
distribution systems into variable flow distribution.

There are two reasons:
1. The supply water temperature can then be kept constant without having to

maintain in service all production units at all loads (section 2.2.3.1).

2. A variable distribution flow means reduced pumping costs.

v

Fig 3.37. A constant flow distribution system can be converted into variable flow
by adding a 2-way control valve \I, a bypass and a secondary pump.

Normally, the secondary side continues to work with constant flow. A secondary
pump is installed to supply the terminal units controlled by existing 3-way valves.
This solution implies that ts set point (tse) is adjusted so that tse < ~min in heating and
tse > ~max in cooling.
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